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Abstract
As the United States continues its pivot to the Pacific, the joint force faces a new and
menacing threat from massed ballistic and cruise missile attacks against fixed infrastructure of
all kinds from airports to ports to power grids. These threats form the centerpiece of the strategy
of anti-access/area denial (A2AD). The research conducted here shows that the Department of
Defense needs to invest in system-of-systems (SoS) engineering and research so the government
can understand how to allocate new system requirements against capabilities that address the
needs of the SoS. Research is also required on how to design for positive emergent behavior.
The dollars invested in software and SoS research will be useful in domains far beyond missile
defense. Another critical goal for future software is its ability to enable and accept technology
upgrades and insertion without redesigning entire software spirals. Command and control (C2)
software should be designed with the ability to isolate compromised components or networks to
protect the SoS by preventing the spread of corrupt data or in response to cyber-attacks. The
software needs to allow graceful degradation of the SoS, maximizing available capability based
on current circumstances or while the system is under attack.
The US will continue to need interceptors through 2040. This inventory should be scaled
to respond to rouge state and non-state actor threats. The key and asymmetric limitation of
interceptors is that they are too expensive to fully defeat the thousands of potential enemy
missiles. Interceptors will also we needed to supplement the lasers that will be available in this
timeframe. Lasers will continue to be limited to see and ground used with large energy sources
and heat-sinks. Lasers will also be limited due to weather and countermeasures and should be
supplemented by interceptors. Lasers have a potential with us in a few additional generations
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beyond the 2040 timeframe of almost completely replacing the need for interceptors. In the
meantime, the US must invest in SoS to make the best use of its limited number of interceptors.
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Introduction
As the United States continues its pivot to the Pacific, the joint force faces a new and
menacing threat from massed ballistic and cruise missile attacks against fixed infrastructure of
all kinds from airports to seaports to power grids. These capabilities are the centerpiece of the
strategy of anti-access/area denial (A2AD). Pioneered by China, planners can expect this
strategy and the guided missile regime that enables it to proliferate by 2040. 1
To date, countering the guided missile regime has proven difficult with existing US
missile defense technology. US interceptors, running $14M per copy, are expensive and may
require multiple shots to down a single missile. Moreover, protracted cruise and ballistic missile
attacks risk rapidly exhausting the US magazine of missile defense interceptors. Purported
panaceas for limited magazines, like directed energy systems, have thus far fallen short when
evaluated in operational scenarios. Finally, discrimination of the warhead, the coin of the realm
for missile defense, remains difficult with current command and control (C2) approaches.
As the joint force considers its ability to maintain sensor and weapons effects over time
in anti-access environments from forward airfields in 2040, it is clear that improving the
effectiveness of missile defense is vital. This paper explores ways to do this. It argues that the
services and the Missile Defense Agency must adopt a systems-of-systems (SoS) approach to
maximize the capability of the current fielded systems and increase flexibility so new systems
and system upgrades that expand capabilities can be added rapidly while controlling costs. In
particular, C2 systems need to use all available sensor information to discriminate the warhead.
A centralized discrimination capability will increase discrimination accuracy, thus requiring
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fewer interceptors and saving interceptor inventory. A SoS approach will enable graceful
degradation as systems are removed or lost.
To explore this SoS approach, this paper begins by discussing the nature of the threat,
presenting US capabilities to counter it, and describing some of the limitations of these systems
in operational settings. Next, it examines why directed energy, while a beneficial capability, is
not a plausible sole solution to the missile defense problem. Finally, it examines how the
services can improve the existing architecture to overcome some of its limitations and improve
its effectiveness in the A2AD environment. The discussion begins by surveying the threat, US
counter-missile capabilities, and some of the limitations of these capabilities.

Thesis
This research paper uses a mix of qualitative and quantitative approaches to determine
what technologies or integrating concepts are needed for the US military to counter missile
threats looking out to 2040.

Cruise and Ballistic Missile Threats and US Counter-Missile Capabilities
Currently, many potential adversaries have more cruise and ballistic missiles for
attacking the US than the US has interceptors for defense. The Department of Defense’s (DoD)
2010 estimate of China’s missile force is shown in Table 1.
In addition, North Korea has up to 200 ballistic missiles2, Russia has approximately 1,200
nuclear armed intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs)3, as well as hundreds of short and
medium range ballistic missiles, India is estimated to have between 100 and 200 ballistic
missiles4 and Iran is estimated to have up to 400 ballistic missiles5 of short and medium range.
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The number of threat missiles is expected to continue to grow. In the 2040 timeframe, the US
can reasonably expect potential adversaries to have arsenals of thousands of missiles of varying
capabilities and ranges.
Table 16: Estimate of China’s Missile Force
China’s Missile Force
China’s
Missile Inventory

Ballistic and Cruise

Estimated Range

Missiles

Launchers

CSS-2

15-20

5-10

3,000+ km

CSS-3

15-20

10-15

5,400+ km

CSS-4

20

20

13,000+ km

DF-31

<10

<10

7,200+ km

DF-31A

10-15

10-15

11,200+ km

CSS-5

85-95

75-85

1,750+ km

CSS-6

350-400

90-110

600 km

CSS-7

700-750

120-140

300 km

DH-10

200-500

45-55

JL-2

Developmental

Developmental

1,500+ km
7,200+ km

Note: China’s Second Artillery maintains at least five operational SRBM [Short
Range Ballistic Missile] brigades; an additional two brigades are subordinate to PLA ground
forces—one garrisoned in the Nanjing MR and the other in the Guangzhou MR [Military
Region]. All SRBM units are deployed to locations near Taiwan.

All potential US adversaries are aware that the US Missile Defense Agency (MDA) and
its predecessor organizations has been working for decades to develop interceptor missiles to
shoot down the lethal warheads of adversary missiles before they can strike their targets.
Therefore, in addition to pursuit of quantity based overmatch, adversaries have added decoys and
countermeasure to their missiles to increase the difficulty of US intercepts striking the warhead,
the lethal object. The types of countermeasures that might be employed against the US rely on
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either decoy expendables, such as flares, balloons (infrared (IR), radio-frequency (RF) or both),
radar absorbing material, booster fragmentation and other debris, waveform jammers or lasers.7
All serve to confuse, decoy, overwhelm or degrade the system of systems from striking the lethal
object. 8 Individual missiles could carry several to several dozen decoys and
countermeasures.9,10 Since an adversary would have the arsenal to launch raids of 100 cruise and
ballistic missiles each carrying decoys and countermeasures, the threat scene US sensors would
encounter is incredibly complex. Against this threat, the ability to discriminate the lethal object
is critical.

Lasers – a Tremendous Opportunity but No Panacea for Missile Defense
Potential systems and actions that occur in a typical ballistic missile intercept are shown
in Figure 1. In this example, a threat missile launch is detected by a space sensor, which then
sends a cue to forward based radar, like the SBX or AN/TPY-2. The radar uses the cue to
narrow down the region to search for the threat missile. The radar searches, acquires, and tracks
the threat objects. Since an individual missile launch will cause dozens to hundreds of objects
that the radars will track, the radar tracks the large objects, usually the warhead and the tank.
The radar provides an accurate (low uncertainty) track to the weapon platform, in this case an
Aegis ship, as well as any discrimination information. The weapons platform launches an
interceptor to destroy the warhead.
To build a sufficient quantity of missile interceptors to counter the thousands of threat
missiles would be cost prohibitive. In October 2013, the MDA awarded Raytheon a $3B
contract to build 216 Standard Missile-3 (SM-3) Block 1B missiles.11 At approximately $14M
each, producing the many thousands of interceptors needed to counter the threat ballistic missile
numbers is not affordable.
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Figure 1. Elements of a Typical Ballistic Missile Engagement12

The engagement kill-chain is complex and multiple handovers provide opportunity for
error. Could other future weapon systems, lasers for example, change the paradigm by having
the ability to shoot every viewable object out of the sky? Laser technology is likely to have
become a reality for missile defense by 2040. The US Navy deployed its first Laser Weapon
System (LaWS) capable of destroying drones and small attack ships in 2013.13 The Navy’s goal
with the next generation of lasers, probably operational in the early 2020s, is to tap into the ship
power grid to have mega-watt power free electron lasers capable of shooting down anti-ship
missiles and fighters.14
The current generation of developmental solid state lasers weigh thousands of pounds and
develop kilo-watts of power.15 By 2040 several orders of magnitude of improvements16 will
occur for the lasers. They will have the ability to kill ballistic and cruise missiles at ranges of
hundreds of miles, but these megawatt class lasers17 will still be confined to ships with nuclear
power plants and land locations that offer large power supplies, robust heat sinks, and no limits
on size or weight. Thus, the number of lasers available will be relatively small, in the tens rather
than hundreds of laser systems.18
5

There are also ways to countermeasure lasers (e.g. lots of small debris particles, spinning
the warhead) and weather conditions (e.g. rain, snow, fog) that would significantly limit laser
effectiveness. Thus, while lasers would be tremendously beneficial and enable deep magazines,
they are not a panacea and do not negate the need to discriminate the lethal object. Since
weather, countermeasures, and limitations on the number and ranges will still exist in 2040, there
will be a continued need for interceptor missiles. Interceptors will continue to provide defense
for the US from ICBMs with long-range exo-atmospheric intercept capability. Interceptors will
also supplement regional defense in times that weather conditions limit laser effectiveness.
Identifying the lethal object will maximize the use of the US interceptor missile inventory
by increasing the probability of killing the threat warhead and allows for changes in shot doctrine
so fewer interceptors are needed per threat missile. Investing in sensors, C2, and discrimination
capability has the potential to approximately double the effectiveness (number of intercepts) of
the interceptor inventory19,20 depending on the scenario and with shot doctrine changes. Thus
100 interceptor missiles would be as effective as 200 interceptors today. At approximately $14M
per interceptor, this represents a $1.4B savings.

US Missile Defense – A System of Components or a System-of-Systems?
This leads to the question of what is needed to enable the US military to discriminate the
lethal objects so weapon systems can target and destroy these lethal objects before they impact
US defended areas? The most critical element in potential future conflicts is having and
controlling information. The source of most of the information will be from various sensors that
will provide data to C2 networks for US decision-makers. The main elements that make up the
current US ballistic missile defense system (BMDS) are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The Ballistic Missile Defense System21

First, we need to define what is meant by a SoS. Although there is still no consensus on a
formal definition of SoS, Mark Maier22 has identified five principal characteristics that are useful
and widely used in characterizing SoS problems. These guidelines are commonly referred to as
Maier’s Criteria and are stated as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Operational Independence of Elements: The elements of the SoS can and do operate
independently to serve useful purposes
Managerial Independence of the Elements: The elements of the SoS are managed and
operated independently
Evolutionary Development: The SoS evolves with the addition, removal and modification
of its functions
Emergent Behavior: The SoS performs functions that none of its elements perform
individually through the synergy of its elements
Geographic Distribution: Components of the SoS are physically distributed and can only
readily exchange information, not mass or energy

The US missile defense system meets Maier’s definition of a SoS23. As depicted in Figure 3,
the US missile defense SoS is composed of various sensors, communication paths, and weapons
platforms each of which is a stand-alone system with organic capability. The overarching SoS is
composed of a variety of radars that have varying capabilities and ranges. These can be
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integrated with weapon systems, Patriot, THAAD, Aegis, and GMD, to enable a diverse range of
capabilities that no individual system (e.g. sensor, missile system) possesses. While each of the
individual systems may be designed, developed and used separately, robust software, algorithms,
and C2 network could enable each to also be used in concert with other systems. This missile
defense SoS would provide information, correlate and fuse data to track air and exo-atmosperic
movement, manage multiple concurrent engagements, discriminate warheads, and guide weapon
systems to targets.24

Information Sharing

Figure 3. Integrated Missile Defense

Developing a way to design a SoS architecture of sensors, communication paths, and
weapons platforms that maximizes the capability of whatever systems the US has at that time is
critical. The architecture should be flexible and scalable25 and able to take advantage of new
capabilities as new systems are added. Too often when the US networks its systems together, the
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result is less than the sum of the capabilities of the individual systems. Additionally, there is
evidence that China is working to develop cyber capabilities to “destroy the enemy’s political,
economic, and military infrastructure”.26 A deliberately designed SoS architecture is needed to
enable security by defending against cyber attacks, monitoring internal data and functions so
intrusions will be rapidly detected, robust so the system is not significantly degraded by the loss
of a few component elements, and capable of degrading gracefully if portions of the system are
destroyed or compromised.
As stated in the DoD Systems Engineering Guide for Systems of Systems27, most military
systems currently are and in the future will be part of a SoS even if they are not explicitly
recognized as such or developed to be part of a SoS. When deployed, the operational
commander brings together a mix of systems that are tied together to meet mission objectives.
However, the DoD acquisition process was designed to develop independent systems. Most
military systems today were created and then evolved without deliberate systems engineering at
the SoS level. DoD programs are continuously becoming more and more interdependent, relying
on data from one system to operate another. Examples of this are the suite of systems supporting
the Air Operations Center (AOC) and the Single Integrated Air Picture (SIAP).
Per Mr. Vince Matrisciano28, a current problem with the DoD approach to SoS is the SoS
objective is often framed in terms of improved capabilities and not as a well-specified technical
performance objective. He states that new development systems, particularly sensors, missile
and laser weapons platforms, and C2 software will be operationally tied into a SoS, the systems
engineering approach must be able to recognize the desired SoS end state capabilities and
translate these to the individual program performance requirement at the start of program
development.
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Dr. Dan DeLaurentis29, a leading SoS researcher at Purdue University, contends that the
goal is to understand the desired operational SoS and then to start new programs that
complement and tie seamlessly into the SoS. The state of the art in SoS research is attempting to
identify underlying SoS principals that will enable the identification of potential new capabilities
for the SoS, so that when new systems with these capabilities are developed and added to the
SoS, positive emergent behavior occurs.

An Example – Software and Algorithms for Cyber and Graceful Degradation
Since the SoS will be subject to both physical attacks and cyber attacks it must have the
capability to gracefully degrade. This attribute will result in a more robust total capability as
well as continue to provide the best available information to both the C2 and the fire control
systems. It is probable that all components of the SoS will be attacked by a capable enemy.
Sensors, weapons platforms, and communication components like fiber and satellite could be
attacked by missiles, direct attacks, or sabotage. Additionally, cyber attacks could be launched
to corrupt the information transmitted or received generating false targeting solutions. Denial of
service cyber attacks could clog the network bandwidth and prevent critical data from getting
through. A cyber attack could also be used to target the infrastructure, take down the internet or
even knock out the power grid. 30
Future US military SoS, which all C2 systems are part of, need to be designed to enable a
flexible response to cyber attacks. The C2 software should be able to isolate systems or sections
of the SoS as part of a graceful degradation capability. The C2 software needs the ability to
constantly compare results from each sensor with the results from data fused across all the
sensors within and across phenomenologies to identify data that has potentially been corrupted,
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intentionally or unintentionally. The system needs the ability to allow the operators to decide to
isolate information from systems that are no longer trusted.
For missile defense, the ideal system has multiple sensors across multiplephenomenology and fuses data at the measurement level. Advantages of this approach are an
improved ability to discriminate and the potential to design a system that both maximizes the
SoS capability and can degrade gracefully in terms of the capabilities provided for C2 and to
weapons platforms. The fusion of multiple data provides the benefits of non-coherent
integration, where measurement accuracy can improve as the square-root of the number of
independent measurements. This is true even when the data is from an individual sensor.
Independence can be obtained either in time or angular diversity, thus data from multiple sensors
that have angular diversity reduce the time needed to collapse track uncertainty ellipses.31
Multiple phenomenology sensor coverage provides significant benefits to defeat decoys
and countermeasures. Many countermeasures are effective against only one phenomenology
type of sensor. An example is chaff, which is effective against radars. Chaff is largely
ineffective against infrared (IR) sensors, since the chaff cools quickly. This leads to questions of
what type and what quantity of data is needed from each of the individual sensors, and where is
the data fused?
As discussed in the SoS section, measurement level data as well as the sensor individual
solutions (e.g. tracks, covariance, discrimination results) is preferred. This allows graceful
degradation of the SoS. However, this does not imply that full focal plane video is needed or
that all measurement data from every item a radar sees should be sent beyond the sensor.
Background noise and debris data should be filtered. Even if there is the bandwidth capability to
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send this data, it should not be sent. This data provides little benefit to improving a centralized
solution.
Key steps in intentionally graceful degradation of the missile defense SoS are:
i.

Measurement fusion of multiple-phenomenology sensors

ii.

Track fusion of multiple-phenomenology sensors

iii.

Measurement/track fusion within a phenomenology, then comparison between
phenomenology and pick best result to publish

iv.

Pick best result from sensors

v.

Results from individual sensors directly published to data links

Currently the individual sensors are being upgraded to enable better discrimination at the
sensor. Raytheon is upgrading the AN/TPY-2 x-band radar’s signal and data processing
equipment (SDPE) to “more quickly and accurately discriminate threats from non-threats and
enhance radar performance to protect against missile raids”.32

Command and Control
The US has a hierarchical command-and-control system due to human capacity and span
of control. The information is different at each level in the system. Currently a broader
perspective and more information is available the higher one sits in the hierarchy. More specific
information expertise and awareness of local conditions is understood at lower levels. In 2040,
the US command and control will still be hierarchical. It will probably have fewer levels due to
the ease of disseminating larger quantities of information to lower levels. Human capacity,
however, will still be approximately the same, with possibly some increased ability to handle
more data due to a lifetime spent in the increasingly interconnected world.
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Previous research has determined that complexity frequently takes the form of
hierarchy.33 This is an expected result when complex systems result from the growth of smaller
and simpler systems. Hierarchic systems have some common properties, regardless of their
particular content. In a nearly decomposable (interactions between the entities are weak but not
negligible) system, the short-run behavior of each entity is approximately independent of the
other entities within the system. In the long run, the behavior of any entity depends only in an
aggregate way on the other entities.
Decision-makers in complex situations have a continuing need for quantitative methods
that enable superior decisions to be made (i.e., effective decision support systems). A command
and control system is needed that can task sensors in real time, correlate and fuse data from any
and all sensors, discriminate the lethal object, and provide accurate object position and velocity
data with low uncertainties to the weapon systems.
Examples of some of the many sensors that will be tied into and providing the data for
missile defense are shown at the top of Figure 3. Some examples of various possible message
formats and connection paths to get sensor data into the C2 software are shown in the second
layer of the figure. These examples are provided to show that various formats of data, various
data rates, and data products can be provided from the sensors and successfully used by the C2
software to fuse improved tracks and predicted trajectories.
Algorithm development will continue to be limited to the ability of human developers. It
is highly unlikely that an individual algorithm will provide good results against all threats under
all conditions, all the time. Thus a suite of algorithms is needed with a method (an example is
shown in Figure 4) to pick between the various algorithm results. This algorithm suite also
enables a way to insert technology more rapidly than developing an entirely new software spiral.
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Figure 4. Notional Sensor and Algorithm Architecture

Programmatic and Bureaucratic Limitations
Bureaucratic inertia, programmatic priorities, and budget limitations frequently prevent
needed technology investments. An example of this is the unencrypted data links used by the
Predator UAV. As early as 1996, an official evaluation had warned about this vulnerability
which ranged from image interception to active jamming. In the summer of 2009, US soldiers
captured laptops in Iraq contained intercepted Predator video. Militants were being taught to
systematically intercept and use video from US UAVs to avoid detection.34 Thirteen years later,
an identified vulnerability had still not been fixed.
Unfortunately similar decisions are frequently made during the development of C2
software. Open modular software has been a stated goal of US military acquisition for a decade.
Large contractors have resisted this since open modular software would allow technology
insertion and the ability to update portions of the software without spending for an entire
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software spiral development. Mr. Cliff Vroonland35 contends that modular software updates and
technology insertion open up the number of players that can compete for the work to small
businesses, government laboratories and potentially even universities. He has seen numerous
instances where by pricing the open, modular requirement outlandishly high, the large
contractors have been able to maneuver government officials into cutting and reducing these
requirements. Software updates are slowed since significant funding is needed to update the
entire software spiral and many innovative algorithms, techniques and capabilities are not
included. Additionally, algorithm funding is often short-changed, resulting in expensive
hardware driven by cut-rate software that is not capable of fully using the data produced.
There are a number of programs that currently contend that they have or are developing
C2 software in compliance with Modular Open Systems Approach (MOSA) standards or at least
best practices. These claims should be tested by asking a few simple questions. Has the
program developed and fielded a module of the software separate from paying to update the
entire software spiral? Has a software contractor other than the contractor who made the openmodular software developed a new module that was successfully integrated? Has a full and open
competition been held to select the contractor to develop a new software module? Even when
program offices claim the software they developed is modular and open, the answer to these and
similar questions is usually no. If this is the case, where are the cost savings and the ability to
increase competition and innovation?

Recommendations
As discussed, the numbers, precision and capabilities of threat missiles continues to
grow. The US military faces continued technical, programmatic and bureaucratic challenges in
developing new capabilities, and shrinking DoD budgets and growing concern over US budget
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deficits only serve to exacerbate the challenges. Care must taken in prioritizing available
funding to develop US missile defenses. Future uncertainty drives the need for approaches that
provide the most flexibility in dealing with a range of potential scenarios. Technologies and
programs that provide benefit in more than one DoD domain are also preferred.
Increased Investment Areas
There are four key areas that the DoD needs to invest research funding in now to develop
the technologies, understand the complex systems, ensure the C2 data is trustworthy, and set the
conditions to take advantages of emerging technology trends. First, the DoD needs to continue
to invest in lasers. Lasers are gaining in capability and the next generation of lasers, currently
under development by the US Navy, will have operational utility for close-in missile defense.
While not sufficient on their own to defend against and defeat large cruise and ballistic missile
attacks under all conditions, lasers will provide significant capability by 2040.
Second, increased investments are necessary in SoS engineering expertise, particularly in
research to design for positive emergent behavior and for developing systems to address
capability gaps in the operational SoS. The ability to design for positive emergent behavior will
maximize the capabilities of the fielded SoS. Third, investment is necessary in how to design
software for communications that results in resilient and robust SoS C2. This includes ensuring
the data on the C2 systems is trustworthy. Watermarking or other methods of verifying that data
is still trustworthy are examples of potential research areas. Fourth, the DoD also needs to look
at how to add commercial sensor data to C2 software suites for missile defense. Commercial
sensor data has the potential to cost effectively extent the sensor coverage of ballistic missile
trajectories, which can be thousands of miles. The data could also be used to improve the quality
of the tracks and even to help discriminate lethal objects since data from multiple
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phenomenologies provides significant benefit in identifying the various objects traveling together
as a result of a missile launch.
Areas to Maintain
The US will continue to need interceptors, but no significant additional investment is
required. While laser use for missile defense will grow, missiles will still be needed to have a
robust capability in all weather conditions and to help defeat threat countermeasures. Algorithm
development should be deliberately funded and continue with the current research and
development (R&D) tools used. Government sponsored small business and University research
are excellent methods to initiate the development of algorithms that are and will continue to be
needed as technology develops and new sensors become available. Advances in cyber defense
should be applied to this domain as it is developed for other applications.
Requirements and Doctrine
Requirements need to be developed that mandate software design that is open, modular
and allows for easy technology insertion. Additionally, the software should allow suites of
algorithms to be included and updated separately from updates of the entire software spiral. The
government needs to ensure that it has the legal rights to all software and algorithms developed
to enable and promote maximum future competition. While these requirements are currently
known they frequently are not adhered to due to compromises made in program offices as
funding and capability development trade-offs take place. Government data rights and modular
open software development must not be traded away due to near-term budget short falls. Trading
these items away significantly increases future costs and cripples the ability to rapidly insert new
capabilities. Future software development should be required to follow these guiding principles.
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Further Research Needed
There are several elements needed to enable the US to prevail in future engagements
against an enemy with numerous advanced missiles that were not covered in this paper. First,
multiple phenomenology sensor coverage of the engagement area is required to enable the
correct identification of lethal objects from decoys and countermeasures. Research is needed to
determine what types and quantities of these new sensors would be best as well as into how to
create the robust and resilient communication networks required to fully leverage them.

Conclusion
The DoD must invest in SoS engineering and research so the government can understand
how to allocate new system requirements against capabilities that address the needs of the SoS.
Research is also required on how to design for positive emergent behavior. The goal is when
systems are added to have 1+1=3 not 1+1=1.2 in terms of end SoS capabilities. The dollars
invested in software and system of systems research will be pay benefits in domains far beyond
missile defense.
Software development must be open and modular in fact not just in claim. This will save
the government money by allowing for modular technology upgrades or insertions thereby
reducing the costly expense of updating entire software spirals. It will also increase the ability to
compete future developments with the added benefits of increasing innovation and decreasing
costs. C2 software also must be designed with the ability to isolate part of the SoS to prevent
data corruption or to respond to cyber attacks. The software needs to allow graceful degradation
of the SoS, maximizing capability available based on current circumstances or while the system
is under attack.
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Algorithm development will continue to be a human endeavor and thus a limiting factor.
Future software needs to be architected to enable rapid technology insertion. This includes the
ability to add new algorithms to an algorithm suite within the software without needing to
develop an entirely new software spiral. The goal is to be able to take advantage of new
technology development or upgrades by adding the capability when it is available, not after the
dollars for a new software spiral can be budgeted and the spiral developed and tested. New
algorithms will also need to be added to take advantage of data from new sensors as these
sensors become available as well as from ubiquitous commercial sensors.
The US will continue to need interceptors through 2040. This inventory should be scaled
to respond to rouge state and non-state actor threats. The key and asymmetric limitation of
interceptors is that they are too expensive to fully defeat the thousands of potential enemy
missiles. Interceptors will also we needed to supplement the lasers that will be available in this
timeframe. Lasers will continue to be limited to see and ground used with large energy sources
and heat-sinks. Lasers will also be limited due to weather and countermeasures and should be
supplemented by interceptors. Lasers have a potential with us in a few additional generations
beyond the 2040 timeframe of almost completely replacing the need for interceptors. In the
meantime, the US must invest in SoS to make the best use of its limited number of interceptors.
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